
Ozan Varol is a rocket scientist turned author and law professor. But at his heart, he’s a contrarian. At

its core, a contrarian is someone who looks at conventional wisdom and asks “Why?” and “Is there a

better way?” The goal is to re-imagine—not just resist—the status quo. The ability to disrupt

established methods and find new ways of looking at old ideas is one of the most sought-after

qualifications in all fields. When you learn how to re-imagine the status quo, you won’t just change the

way you view the world. You’ll be empowered to change the world itself. Join Ozan Varol to learn how

YOU can think like a rocket scientist!
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Seamlessly weaving his own story with those of other ordinary people who became extraordinary

disruptors, Chris offers a clear call to action: anybody, anywhere, can choose to disrupt for good. Chris

will walk you through his personal Disruption MAP, preparing and inspiring you to disrupt for good in

your own job, non-profit, school, neighborhood, and family. From running for mayor as a teenager to

breaking multiple Guinness World Records to helping free over a hundred and fifty children from

slavery- Chris has been disrupting for good most of his life.

CHRIS FIELD: "DISRUPTING FOR GOOD"

Create and share your own ask and leave this session confident you can deliver it! Professional

speaker, author and leadership coach, Marcy Heim, will share her 3-sentence recipe that gives

you the comfort and confidence to be clear and convincing as you share an opportunity to invest

for good. Fear Less, Do More. Artfully getting to an inspired, “Yes!”

MARCY HEIM: "ASKING FOR GOOD"

How do you tap into your creativity when you are exhausted? How can you look at challenges and see them as opportunities for

innovation instead? How do we as a culture shift our thinking from going “back to normal” to imagining a new and better world? Ruby

Lopez Harper is a Mexican, wife, mother, dancer, photographer, poet, and social justice warrior whose work focuses on equitable

practice, local arts advancement, disaster preparedness and emergency response, and community building with Americans for the Arts

in Washington, DC. Ruby will join Ballet Lubbock’s Executive Director Nicholas Dragga, who is himself an artist and innovator both

locally and on the national stage, in exploring what it means for each of us to create for good.

NICHOLAS DRAGGA & RUBY LOPEZ HAPRER:
"CREATING FOR GOOD"

We are each unique. How we connect with ourself, our partners, our loved ones, our friends, our

colleagues, our projects, our teams, our communities, our opportunities – Each interaction is shaped

by our unique way of seeing things. And, since we can often see things differently than others, how do

we bring empathy, understanding, and wisdom into how we best connect for good? When is direct

honesty called for? Humility? Listening? How does trust break down and how can we restore it? In my

opportunity to have a conversation with you this October, I look forward to sharing ways I have

experienced and lessons I have learned for how each of you can have better connections with the

people in your lives.

DAVID COLLINS: "CONNECTING FOR GOOD"


